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Nda and na exam paper pattern

NDA Syllabus 2020 – UPSC defines the NDA curriculum. Applicants must be aware of the latest NDA exam standard and curriculum if they wish to qualify for the NDA exam to get into the Indian defense force. NDA is a defense introductory examination conducted to recruit eligible personnel in the Indian Army, Navy and Air Force Wing of the Academy of
National Defense and Indian Naval Academy Course -INAC. Applicants can learn more about the NDA exams for this link. Candidates for other government exams can check the link provided for the latest information on upcoming exams. This article aims to provide detailed information about the National Defense Academy Syllabus (department-wise and
subject-wise) and the latest NDA exam standard knowing which can help candidates make a strategy for preparing exams in a systematic way. NDA Syllabus PDF - Download PDF Here NDA Examinations Pattern The Public Service Commission (UPSC) sets the standard NDA exam exam. NDA selection process is divided into two stages- Written
Examination SSB Interview However, the written examination of the NDA itself is divided into two parts, namely. NDA written examination for mathematics NDA written examination for general competency test (GAT) Now, the General Competence Test (GAT) is further subdivided into two parts: Part A - English Test Part B - General Awareness or General
Knowledge Test The distribution of NDA GAT exam segment is highlighted below: NDA General Competence Test Sections Maximum Score Part A - English - 200 Part B - General Awareness Physics 100 History, Freedom Movement etc. NDA Examinations Pattern - Written Examinations NDA Written Examinations Subject Maximum Number of Questions
Duration Paper 1 Mathematics 300 120 2 hours 30 minutes Paper 2 GAT 600 150 2 hours 30 minutes Total 900 270 5 hours NDA Selection Procedure Important indicators- All questions in the NDA exams will be objective, that is, Multiple Choice Questions. The average exam will be bilingual (English &amp; Hindi) with a total of 900 points. A total of 270
questions are asked for which 120 questions come from Mathematics and 150 questions from the GAT module. The NDA curriculum covered in the examinations is 10+2 standards There is negative marking for incorrect answers given in detail below- NDA Marking Scheme UPSC configures the NDA marking system. Under the scheme, marks are not
removed if a question remains unanswered, but there is provision for negative marking for incorrect answers. Candidates will lose a third of the points available in each question for incorrect answers. Go through the detailed NDA marking system below: NDA Examination Pattern - Negative Marking System Written Exam Marks for every correct answer
removed for any incorrect answer Mathematics 2.5 0.83 GAT 4 1.33 NDA Examinations Pattern SSB Interview After the special written examination of the NDA, candidates must appear for the SSB Interview Rounds. The standard of the NDA Interview is as below: NDA - SSB Interview Pattern Stage 1 View Test Verbal and Non-Verbal Tests. PPDT Stage 2
Psychological Test Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) Word Association Test (WAT) State Reaction Test (SRT) Self Description Test (SD) Team Testing Officers Test GD GPG PGT HGT IOT Command Task Snake Race/ Team Obstacle Race Individual Lecture FGT Personal Interview &amp; Conference - Candidates willing to show up for NDA exams can
pass the NDA eligibility criteria in the given link. NDA Syllabus – Academy of National Defence The Union's Public Service Committee sets out in detail the NDA curriculum in the official notification of the examinations. In general, the NDA curriculum is divided into two parts, namely mathematics and general awareness. However, it's not as easy as it seems
to be, because the NDA General Awareness section is an umbrella covering 6 topics below what is further discussed in the article. NDA Curriculum Mathematics For Mathematics NDA Curriculum Candidates are required to know math up to the 12th standard. This section tests candidates' computational skills. Let us know about the subject-wise NDA
Mathematics curriculum and the distribution of questions on each subject in the exams. NDA Curriculum for Mathematics Mathematics Theme NDA Subject-wise curriculum Algebra Sets, Venn Diagrams, De Morgan laws, Cartesian product, relationship, equivalence relationship. Actual numbers, Mixed Numbers, Factor, Cube Roots, Convert a number to
binary system in decimal places, and vice versa. Numerical, geometric and harmonic advances. Square equations, Linear fibrils, Mutation and Combination, Dionymic theorem and Logarithms. Calculus Meaning of an actual function value, domain, range, and chart of a function. Advanced functions, one by one, top, and reverse functions. Meaning of the limit,
Standard limits, Continuity of functions, algebraic functions in continuous functions. Derivative of function in one place, geometric and physical interpretation of a derived application. Derivatives of the sum, product, and gel of functions, derivatives of one function in relation to another function, derivative of a complex function. Second-order derivatives.
Increase and decrease functions. Application of derivatives to problems of maximum and minimum tables and determinants Table types, operations in tables. Determining factor of a matrix, basic properties of determinants. Adjoint and inverse of a square matrix, Applications-Solution of a system of linear equations to two or three unknown by the Cramer rule
and by the matrix method. Integer Calculus and Differential Equations Integration as inverse of differentiation, integration by substitution and by parts, standard integrals including algebraic trigonometric, exponential and excessive functions. Evaluate specific integrals—identify areas of square areas bounded by curves—applications. Definition of the order
and degree of differential equation, formation of differential equation with examples. In general and solution of differential equations, solution of equations of first and first order of various types—examples. Application to growth and decomposition problems. Trigonometry angles and their measures in degrees and radians. Trigonometric proportions.
Trigonometric identities Sum and differences. Multiple and sub-multiple angles. Reverse trigonometric functions. Applications-Height and distance, properties of triangles. Algebra vectors vectors in two and three dimensions, the size and direction of a vector. Unit and zero vectors, addition of vector, vector multiplication of a vector, vector product vectors, or
two-vector bullet product. Vector product or diagonal product of two carriers. Applications—work done with power and moment of strength and geometric problems. Analytical geometry of two and three dimensions rectangular Cartesian coordinate system. Distance type. Equation of a line in various formats. Angle between two lines. Distance of a point from a
line. Equation of a circle in standard and general form. Standard forms of parable, lack and exaggeration. Eccentricity and axis of a conical. Place the point in a three-dimensional space, a distance between two points. Direction and direction indicators. Equation two points. Direction and direction indicators. Equation of a layer and a line in various formats.
Angle between two lines and angle between two levels. Bullet equation. Statistics and probability: Random experiment, results and relevant sample space, events, mutually exclusive and exhaustive events, impossible and certain events. Union and Intersection of Events. Complementary, elementary and complex facts. Set probability—classic and statistical-
examples. Elementary theorems in probability—simple problems. Probability conditional, bayes' theorem-simple problems. Random variable as a function in a sample space. Name distribution, examples of random experiments leading to a dionymal distribution. Candidates preparing for the NDA exams can check the links given below to compliment their
math preparation. Now that we know the detailed NDA curriculum for the mathematics department, let us know about the distribution of questions between these subjects in the exams. Mathematical Topics for NDA Number of Questions Probability 10 Complex Number 10-15 Calculus 20-25 Square Equation 20-15 Matrix &amp; Determinants 30
Trigonometry 30 See some articles based on concepts that will be useful to cover the NDA's math program conveniently- Other and Mixes Quadratic Equés Series Number For more such articles on various mathematical topics, check out the quantitative proficiency page linked here. NDA Curriculum General Ability Test The NDA curriculum for GAT is
divided into two parts. Part A tries adequacy of candidates in English, while Part B tests candidates General Knowledge on various topics/topics. NDA Syllabus GAT English The NDA's English curriculum covers topics such as vocabulary, grammar and understanding and coherence. To start with the English part of the NDA curriculum refer to the links to the
relevant English language subjects often requested during the exam: For more important topics related to English for competitive exams, such as precis and letter writing form, rules and list of intentions, articles, links etc. Also go through important questions and answers about English topics for practice and preparation. More Q&amp;A articles about
important topics in the Verbal Ability section can be found on the linked page. NDA Syllabus GAT – General Awareness/ General Knowledge The General Knowledge of the NDA curriculum includes questions from Physics, Chemistry, General Science, History, Geography and Current Events. The subject-wise curriculum of each subject is as mentioned
below: NDA Examinations Curriculum - GAT - History Powers shaping the modern world; Renaissance Exploration and Discovery? A broad investigation of Indian history, with emphasis on culture and the culture freedom movement in India French Revolution, industrial revolution and Russian revolution war of American independence, impact of science and
technology on society Elementary study of the Indian constitution and the administration concept of a global elementary knowledge of the five-year plans of the United Nations of India, Panchsheel, Panchayati Raj, Democracy, Socialism and Communism India's Role in today's World Cooperatives and Community Development Bhoodan, Sarvodaya, National
Integration and Prosperity State Basic Teachings of Mahatma Gandhi NDA Examinations Curriculum - GAT - Geography The Earth, the Shape and Size of Ocean Currents and Atmosphere Tides and its composition Of Latitudes and High Temperature and Atmospheric Pressure, Planetary Winds, Cyclones and Vices; Moisture? Condensation and
Precipitation Concept of Time Types Of Climate International Date Line Important Natural Regions of the World Earth Movements and Their Impact On India's Regional Geography Climate, Natural Vegetation. Mineral and active resources; Location and distribution of agricultural and industrial activities Origin of the Earth. Rocks and their classification
Important seaports and India's main sea, land and air routes Weathering-Mechanics and Chemical, Earthquakes and Volcanoes Main Data of India's Imports and Exports Candidates of NDA Examinations can check the relevant links given below- NDA Notification NDA Eligibility NDA Outcome NDA Salary NDA Examinations Curriculum - GAT - General
Science Common Epidemics, Causes and Their Prevention Difference Between Live and Non-Live Food-Energy Source for Human Base of Life-Cells, Protoplasts and Tissues Components of Food Development and in plants and animals Balanced Diet Elementary knowledge of the human body and its important organs The Solar System-Meteors and
Comets, Eclipses. Achievements of Eminent Scientists The preparation of General Science can be done simply by moving from NCERT notes to basic physics, chemistry and life life Issues. NDA Examinations Curriculum - GAT - Chemistry Preparation and Properties of Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen and Carbon Dioxide, Oxidation and Reduction. Acids,
bases and salts. Carbon- different forms Natural and Chemical Changes Fertilizers-Natural and Artificial Elements Material used in the manufacture of substances such as soap, glass, ink, paper, cement, colors, safety matches and gunpowder mixtures and compounds Elementary ideas about the structure of atom symbols, formulas and simple chemical
equation atomic equivalent and molecular weight law of chemical combination (excluding problems) Valency Properties of air and water NDA Examinations Curriculum - GAT - Physical Physical Properties and States of Matter Modes of Mass Heat Transfer , Weight, volume, sound waves and their properties Simple musical instruments Axy propagation of
light density and special reflection of gravity and refraction Principle of spherical mirror archimedes and lenses Pressure barometer Human movement of objects Natural and artificial magnets Speed and acceleration Properties of the laws of a Newton magnet of the earth motion as magnet power and momentum static and current electricity parallel to the
power conductors stability and balance of ohm gravit law carriers of the heating work , Lighting and Magnetic Effects of Current Power and Energy Measurement of Electricity Effects of Primary and Secondary Cells Measurement of Temperature and Heat Use of X-rays General principles in the operation of simple pendulum, simple pulleys, siphon, levers,
balloon, pumps, water meter, pressure cooker, hot bottle, gramophone, telegraphs, phone, periscope, telescope, microscope, mariner compass; Lightning Pipelines, Security Insurance. NDA Exams Syllabus - GAT - Current Knowledge of the important events that have occurred in India in recent years Prominent personalities of both Indian and international
level, Cultural activities and sports activities, Current major global events. To prepare this section the important topics that candidates must pass are listed below: More such topics about general awareness are given on the Static GK page, check the link provided. To prepare current affairs candidates can check the following links Daily News Daily News
Analysis List of NDA Books To effectively prepare for the NDA Examinations one must have many good books convenient. NDA books will help candidates better focus on the subject at hand and eventually score more points in exams. The NDA dismembering books for exam preparation are given below: NDA Mathematics Books NCERT Mathematical
Manuals of Class 11 &amp; 12th Pathfinder NDA &amp; NA by Mathematics Publications for NDA and NA by RS Aggarwal Chapter-wise and department-wise Solved Papers NDA/NA by Arihant Publications 10 Practical Sets for NDA &amp; NA by Arihant Publications General Capacity Test NCERT NCERT OF ALL School Books from the category 9th Last
Manorama Yearbook Success Series General Knowledge by Sachchida Nand Jha History of Modern India (History) by Bipan Chandra Science and Technology in India (Science and Technology) by Kalpana Rajaram: Target Spectrum General English for Competitive Examinations by S.P. Bakshi candidates can download the NDA Syllabus and the Booklist
PDF given below: NDA Syllabus &amp; Booklist PDF – Download PDF Here The most common mistakes that candidates make are to start preparing for the National Defense Academy exams without fully understanding the NDA curriculum. Knowing in detail the NDA curriculum is important, as it limits preparation and helps develop a strategy for the study
plan that is the key to achieving success in each exam. Also, go through competitive exam preparation strategies to plan a good study program and not leave any stone upside down to prepare the exams. Ans. The NDA curriculum covers mathematics and general Test.Ons competence. Candidates who appear in the examinations of the Academy of
National Defence / Naval Academy must study the courses of the standard 10th, 11th and 12th level. The English part of the NDA curriculum includes grammar and use, vocabulary, comprehension and coherence. Ass. The Union Public Service Committee shall define the NDA/NA Curriculum on its official website as well as in the official notification. Ass.
Applicants who appear in the NDA/NA exam are required to score at least 25% points on each subject to qualify for the written exam. Examination.
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